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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer ALL Questions.
Answer all parts of a question in the SAME place.
Start each new question on a NEW page.
Make proper assumptions if necessary with clear justifications.
All symbols and variables have their usual meaning.

1. [REPEATER] Express the Z-transform of y[n] = Ik=o x[3k + 2], in terms of X(z).
Calculate the DTFT of y[n]. (IrJ
2. [LAB REFRESHER] In DTMF we use Goertzel Algorithm to detect the presence of certain
frequency components represented in the form of a filter. Derive the transfer function of the
filter to detect a frequency fa given the sampling frequency is Is. Dr- J
3. Suppose we are given a zero-mean process x[n] with autocorrelation given as,

~[kJ;- IDlt)lkl t ~(i)'It-1/ -+ ~ (1-)l~+rJ
(a) Find a filter which when driven by zero mean, unit variance white noise will yield a Cs-J

random process with the above correlation.
(b) Fin? a stabl~ and .causal filter which when excited by x[n] will produce zero mean, unit u--)

vanance white noise.

4. Derive how one would obtain the parameters of an ARMA process given a time-series \>J
data.

5. Derive the matrix representation of radix-4 FFT and obtain the number of computations. [ J
Explain with a suitable example. 10

6. (a) Derive the Daubechies' low-pass and high pass filter coefficients. Derive the
corresponding reconstruction filters.

(b) Find the coefficients at the LLL, LLH, LH, H levels for a discrete-time signal given as
[1,2,3,2.5, 1.5,0, -0.5, -1.5, -1.5, 0, 1.25,2,3.5,2.75, -1,0].

(c) Reconstruct the signal back and compare the percentage error when the signal is
reconstructed from the decomposition using (i) only LLL, (ii) LLL+LLH, (iii)
LLL+LLH+LH. C~ J

7. What is polyphase decomposition? Give an example. How can it be used to design an
efficient interpolator (upsample+filter). Provide an example to explain the above claims. ['10J
8. Provide the complete derivation how to obtain the poles and zeros of a maximum-phase
transfer function whose magnitude response is provided. [ "30 J
9. Explain with a numerical example of a 4th order FIR filter how to obtain the lattice
representation. Apply quantization (by choosing appropriate word-size) to the chosen filter
and show the effect of stability of the lattice representation over the direct-form
representation. [2- ~


